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Abstract L-type calcium-channel mutations causing hypo-
kalemic periodic paralysis type 1 (HypoPP-1) have
pronounced “loss-of-function” features and stabilize the
less-selective second open state O2, as we demonstrated in
the companion paper. Here, we compared the effects of the
L-type calcium-channel activator (±)BayK 8644 (BayK) on
the heterologously expressed wild-type (WT) calcium
channel, rabbit Cav1.2 HypoPP-1 analogs, and two double
mutants (R650H/R1362H, R650H/R1362G). Our goal was
to elucidate (1) whether the “loss-of-function” in HypoPP-1
can be compensated by BayK application, (2) how the less-
selective open state is affected by BayK in WT and
HypoPP-1 mutants, as well as (3) to gain an insight into
BayK mechanism of action. Ionic currents were examined
by whole-cell patch-clamp and analyzed by the global-
fitting procedure. Our results imply that (1) BayK promotes
channel activation, but equalized the differences among the
WT and mutants, thus attenuating HypoPP-related effects
on activation and deactivation; (2) BayK binds to the first
open state O1, and then serves as a catalyst for O2

formation; (3) binding of BayK is impaired in the HypoPP
mutants, thus affecting the formation of the less-selective
second open state; (4) BayK affects cooperativity between
the single HypoPP-1 mutations at all stages of the channel

gating; and (5) BayK favoring of O2 lowers calcium-
channel selectivity.
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Introduction

L-type calcium channel mutations causing hypokalemic
periodic paralysis type 1 (HypoPP-1) have pronounced
“loss-of-function” features, as we demonstrated in the
companion paper [11]. Here, we compared (±)BayK 8644
(BayK) effects on the wild-type (WT) calcium channel and
on the HypoPP-1 mutant channels. BayK is the dihydro-
pyridine agonist that enhances calcium-channel current in
voltage-gated dihydropyridine-sensitive Ca2+ channels by
promoting the rare calcium-channel gating mode, which
suggests an existence of the second open state, O2, and is
characterized by long-lasting openings and very brief
closings [2, 3, 5–8, 13, 17, 22]. As BayK works as a
calcium-channel activator, it was of great interest to
elucidate whether the function of the HypoPP-1 mutant
calcium channels can be positively influenced or even
restored by BayK application.

In the companion paper, we revealed that the HypoPP-1
histidine mutants shift the distribution of the open states
towards the second open state [11]. The second open state
in the L-type calcium channels was suggested to have a low
selectivity for divalent cations, so that monovalent cations,
such as Na+, K+, and Cs+, can extensively pass through the
channel [9, 11]. Thus, the open-state distribution is a
putative determinant of calcium-channel selectivity and is
of a high physiological importance in HypoPP, because the
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membrane depolarization, the cause of paralytic attacks in
HypoPP muscle, is the result of shifts in transmembrane
gradients of electrolytes [16, 19, 20]. As the fraction of the
second open state in the calcium channels is small, the
HypoPP-related changes of the open-state distribution are
difficult to resolve [11]. To increase the O2 fraction, we
applied BayK. Thus, the second question we addressed in
our work was how the distribution of the open states is
affected in the HypoPP-1 analogs upon BayK application.
Finally, by comparing the BayK effects on WT and HypoPP-
1 mutants, we wanted to gain an insight into BayK
mechanism of action in the voltage-gated L-type calcium
channels.

In this study, we employed the whole-cell patch-clamp and
the global-fitting method to examine gating processes in the
WT and mutant calcium channels, with or without BayK.
Furthermore, two double mutants were constructed to
investigate the additivity of BayK effects. We demonstrated
that BayK effects on the mutant channels are profoundly
different from their impact on the wild type. These mutant-
specific effects lead to the instability of the less-selective
second open state in the HypoPP-1 mutants upon BayK
application, the opposite to the HypoPP effects without BayK,
suggesting an impaired BayK binding in the HypoPPmutants,
which affects the formation of the second open state.

Materials and methods

Experimental setup

In our experiments, we used the cardiac isoform of the L-
type calcium channel (Cav1.2). HypoPP-1 mutation analo-
gous to R528H, R1239H, and R1239G were introduced
into rabbit cardiac calcium channel in pcDNA3 at the
corresponding positions: R650H, R1362H, and R1362G.
Two double mutations, R650H/R1362H (HH) and R650H/
R1362G (HG) were constructed by exchanging fragments
from the three single mutations (encoding R650H, R1362H,
and R1362G). Transfection was performed in the human
embryonic kidney 293 (HEK-293) cell line using the
standard calcium phosphate method, as described previous-
ly [11]. The rationale for using the cardiac isoform, the
particular calcium-channel subunit composition, and the
expression system is extensively discussed in the companion
paper [11].

Standard whole-cell recording technique [4] was applied
for recording calcium-channel currents. All recordings were
performed using an Axopatch 200A patch-clamp amplifier
linked to a personal computer with installed pCLAMP
program (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). Internal
solutions contained (in mM), 142 CsCl, 1 MgCl2, 1 Mg
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), 10 ethylene glycol bis(2-

aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N′N′-tetraacetic acid (EGTA), 5 4-(2-
hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES);
pH 7.4. The extracellular solution contained (in mM), 103
N-methyl-D-glucamine (NMG), 5 CsCl, 1 MgCl2, 10
HEPES, 20 BaCl2; pH 7.4. CsOH was used to change pH
values. For studying BayK effects on WT and mutants,
1 μM BayK was freshly prepared and was added to the
extracellular solution before experiment. All whole-cell
recordings were performed at room temperature (20–22°C)
with barium as charge carrier instead of calcium to avoid
calcium-induced inactivation [11]. Leak subtraction was not
applied. Sampling interval was 120 μs. Series resistance
errors were <4 mV. Excel (Microsoft), pCLAMP, and
ORIGIN (Microcal Software, Northampton, MA) programs
were used for displaying and analyzing the recordings. For
each measurement, data were fit to theoretical functions of
choice and were presented as mean±standard error of the
mean. Student’s t test was applied for statistical evaluation;
the significance level was set at P<0.05.

Kinetic simulations

For kinetic modelling, we used a IonFit© program [11] for
global simultaneous fit of current traces. We fitted seven
current traces elicited by steps from a holding potential of
−90 mV to the test potentials from −10 to +50 mV (without
BayK) or, because of the shifts of reversal potential, −20 to
+40 mV (with BayK) in 10-mV steps for each cell to the
kinetic model presented on the Fig. 1. The voltage-
dependent forward α and backward β transition rates
between various states were assumed to be single expo-
nential functions of voltage [21] and are given by

an Vð Þ ¼ a
0
n exp

zxanFV

RT

� �
;

bn Vð Þ ¼ b
0
n exp

�zxbnFV

RT

� �
;

where n=1 for the activation, n=2 for the transitions
between the open states O1 and O2, and n=3 for the
inactivation, as assigned in the model (Fig. 1). For more
details, please refer to the companion paper [11]. The fitted
parameters were: a

0
1; b

0
1; a

0
2; b

0
2; a

0
3; b

0
3; for the transition

rate constants including enthalpic and entropic factors; and
zxα1, zxβ1, zxα2, zxβ2, zxα3, zxβ3 for the valences of the
corresponding forward and backward transitions [11].
Goodness of fit was estimated from χ2 values. To simplify
the “Results” and to separate conformational factors from
voltage-dependent deviations, we took α′ and β′ values
(rate constants at 0 mV). Further parameters were: V, the
membrane potential; F, the Faraday constant; R, the gas
constant; and T, the absolute temperature. Additionally,
based on our results, we estimated the basic channel
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parameters. We calculated the mean channel dwell time τ in
each open state, the fractions of long and short openings ξ,
the probability P to be in any of the open states in
equilibrium, and the fractions of open time p spent in a
particular open state using the equations from our previous
work [11].

Double-mutant cycle analysis

HypoPP-1 mutations are located in the functionally
important parts of the Cav1.2 channel: R650H—in the
voltage sensor S4 of the second domain (D2/S4), and
R1362H, R1362G mutations—in the voltage sensor S4 of
the fourth domain (D4/S4). For estimation of cooperativity
of the HypoPP-1 D2/S4 and D4/S4 mutations in all the
transitions in Ca2+ channel gating, we used a thermody-
namic description of mutant-specific effects. We applied the
double-mutant cycle analysis and calculated coupling
energy between the corresponding mutations in equilibrium

(ΔGcoupling), as well as in the forward ΔGα
z coupling

� �
and

backward transitions ΔGβ

z coupling

� �
at all stages of the

channel gating according to the method we previously
described [11]. For simplicity, in the “Results”, we present
the coupling energy values calculated at 0 mV. Data are
presented as mean±standard error of the mean, the latter is
calculated by error propagation.

Results

Macroscopic analysis of the WT and HypoPP-1 mutations
in the presence of BayK

We investigated three L-type cardiac calcium-channel
mutations homologous to the HypoPP-1 mutations:
R650H in D2/S4, R1362H and R1362G in D4/S4.
Considering the localization of the HypoPP-1 mutations in
different parts of the channel, we studied cooperative
effects in two double mutations HH and HG. We obtained
current traces elicited by a series of 100-ms depolarizing
pulses from a holding potential of −90 mV to the test
voltage from −60 to +60 mV in 10-mV steps in the
presence or absence of BayK. Superimposed original
current traces elicited by a selected test pulse of +10 mV
are presented on Fig. 2a,b. Similar to the companion work
[11], we applied the depolarizing pulses of a short 100-ms
duration to prevent the current run-down and to minimize
the fluctuations of the electric parameters (cell capacitance,
pipette resistance) during the experiment, as the resulting
current amplitude and kinetics changes would substantially
compromise the global-fitting procedure. Therefore, inacti-
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Fig. 2 a, b Superimposed rep-
resentative barium current traces
elicited by a pulse of 100-ms
depolarization from a −90-mV
holding potential to +10 mV in
WT and the mutants in the
absence (a) or presence (b) of
BayK. c, d Current–voltage
(I–V) relationships. Barium cur-
rents without BayK (c) or upon
BayK application (d) were eli-
cited by a series of 100-ms
depolarizations from −90 mV to
the voltages listed. Current
amplitudes were then normal-
ized to cell capacitance, plotted
against test voltages, and fit to a
sigmoid function. Number of
cells is given in Table 1
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Fig. 1 Sequential simplified model used for kinetic simulations. C1–
C4 are the closed states, O1 and O2 are the open states, I1 and I2 are the
inactivated states, reached from O1 and O2, respectively, α1, α2, α3,
and β1, β2, β3 are the voltage-dependent transition rates between the
states, as indicated in the model
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vation rate constants could not be determined precisely and
are not discussed in this study.

To reveal BayK effects on the steady-state parameters of
activation, we normalized the current amplitudes and
plotted the means against the voltages tested (current–
voltage [I–V] curve, Fig. 2c,d). Consequently, the curves
for each cell were fit to a sigmoid function from −60 to
+50 mV. The Vrev values were obtained by a linear
extrapolation of the fit on the V-axis. Additionally, we
determined the current densities by normalizing current
amplitudes by cell capacitance. The fit parameters and
current densities Imax are presented in Table 1.

The main effects of BayK on the steady-state parameters
were the left shifts of the I–V curves and increase in slope
in all the clones (Table 1). The left shifts were (in mV) 19±
1 (WT), 12±3 (R650H), 22±2 (R1362H), 23±1 (R1362G),
36±3 (HH), and 26±4 (HG). Thus, the largest shifts were
observed in the D4/S4 as well as in the double mutants. The
effect of the mutants (except R650H), to shift the I–V
curves to the right and to decrease the slope, was preserved
upon BayK application. However, the spread of V1/2 values
shrank from 32 (without BayK) to 10 mV (with BayK),
indicating the difference between the WT and mutants to
substantially decrease.

Additionally, BayK application caused left shifts of the
reversal potentialsVrev (Table 1), the shifts were (in mV) 9±1
(WT), 5±2 (R650H), 13±2 (R1362H), 14±5 (R1362G),
11±2 (HH), and 10±6 (HG). Strong left shifts of Vrev
suggest that BayK decreased calcium-channel selectivity.
The HypoPP-related effects on channel selectivity were
modest upon BayK application and therefore were difficult
to detect by reversal potential changes, as different voltage
dependences of I–V curves could mildly affect the Vrev

extrapolation and thus mask the effects of the HypoPP
mutants. Finally, to examine BayK effects on current density,
we determined current-density values from at least three
different transfections for each channel type to account for a
transfection-dependent variation. BayK led to an increase in
current density Imax in all the clones (Table 1), it was ranging
from 2.2±0.2 times (HH) to 6.0±1.9 times (R1362G).

BayK favors the activation pathway

To better resolve the site- and mutant-specific effects of
BayK on channel gating, we performed a simultaneous fit
of current traces at different potentials to the model
presented on the Fig. 1. For the WT and mutants without
BayK, we described the selection of the Cav1.2 gating
model in the companion paper [11]. Upon BayK applica-
tion, the model on the Fig. 1 also yielded the best-fit quality
(data not shown), implying that BayK does not change the
basic gating model but alters proportions between the
states. Fit results are given in Table 2.

BayK prominently slowed transition rates of activation
(α1) and deactivation (β1) for all the clones (Table 2).
However, BayK effects on the activation and deactivation
rates were not equal; BayK-induced decrease in β1 rates
(1.9–8.5 times) was higher than that of α1 rates (1.3–3.6
times), leading to an increased α1/β1 relation between the
states in the C1↔C2↔C3↔C4↔O1 pathway. Thus, BayK
displaced the equilibrium to the product states. Macro-
scopically, these changes were reflected in a slower
activation, as α1 and β1 transition rates were decreased;
however, because of an increased α1/β1, the channels
activated at more negative potentials, displacing the I–V
curves to the left (Fig. 2; Tables 1, 2).

Table 1 Parameters of the I–V curves and current density

WT R650H R1362H R1362G HH HG

V1/2 (mV) −BK 8.4±0.8 2.7±2.9* 22.2±1.7*** 21.2±1.2*** 34.3±3.4*** 25.0±4.4***
+BK −10.4±0.5### −9.2±1.8## 0:0�0:7���### �2:2�0:7���### �1:8�0:6���### �0:6�0:8���###

k −BK −7.7±0.3 −9.6±1.0* −9.9±0.9* −12.7±1.7*** −12.7±0.8*** −15.0±1.0***
+BK −4.4±0.1### �6:9�0:3���# �5:3�0:1���### �6:3�0:2���### �6:4�0:1���### �8:1�0:3���###

Vrev −BK 63.4±0.7 66.2±1.6 68.8±1.7** 69.5±4.7 66.2±1.9 65.5±5.6
+BK 54.2±1.1### 61.4±1.7** 55.4±1.0### 55.6±0.9### 55.5±1.4### 55.5±1.6

Imax (pA/pF) −BK −25.6±1.2 −15.6±2.6 −12.8±4.8 −9.0±2.6 −10.7±0.6 −4.2±0.5
+BK −65.9±10.6## −34.9±4.3## −29.8±4.3# −53.8±6.5## −23.3±1.6### −14.9±1.5###

N −BK 10 5 6 4 6 5
+BK 10 8 10 11 14 8

Fit parameters of the I–V curves presented in Fig. 2c,d and current density Imax.
The sigmoid fit function was I Vð Þ ¼ gmax V�Vrevð Þ

1þexp
V�V1=2

k

� � ; where gmax is conductance, V−test voltage, Vrev−reversal potential, V1/2−half-maximal voltage
of activation, and k−slope factor.
For the current densities, only significance of BayK effects is shown.
−BK−no BayK extracellularly (data are taken as controls from the companion paper [11]); +BK−with BayK; N−number of cells
Significance levels are: *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001, for comparisons WT versus mutants; and # P<0.05; ## P<0.01; ### P<0.001, for
comparisons “+BK” vs “−BK”.
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Correlation of BayK effects with initial kinetic parameters

Although BayK effects on activation and deactivation of
the WT and HypoPP-1 mutants went in the same direction,
the extent of these effects was different. To estimate the
BayK impact on the different Cav1.2 clones, we calculated
the relative rate constants determined as the rate constants
in the absence of BayK divided by the corresponding rate
constants in the presence of BayK. For our estimations, all
rate constants were calculated at 0 mV to avoid voltage-
dependent deviations. All clones activated at 0 mV, this
potential was close to the overall average of V1/2 values in
the current–voltage relationships for all the clones, with or
without BayK.

There was a suggested correlation between the BayK
impact (relative rate constants) and the activation rate
constants α1 in the absence of BayK (R=0.75). The faster
the activation of the mutant, the stronger it was slowed by
BayK (Fig. 3a; Table 2). A similar correlation existed also
for deactivation rate constants β1 (R=0.84; Fig. 3b). In
Table 2, we see that the distribution of the transition rates
over the clones (α1, from 1363±96 to 4148±302 s−1; β1,
from 1256±238 to 5939±332 s−1) became more narrow
upon BayK application (α1, from 645±15 to 1572±48 s−1;
β1, from 598±44 to 1203±53 s−1). This leads to a BayK-
related attenuation of HypoPP effects on activation and
deactivation. We conclude that BayK does not bind to the

channel in the resting (early closed) state but binds at the
later stages of the activation pathway, presumably to the
first open state (O1). In contrast, there is no such correlation
either for the O1→O2 transitions (R=0.30; Fig. 3c) or for
the O2→O1 transitions (R=0.35; Fig. 3d), suggesting that
BayK does not bind to the second open state (O2).

BayK strongly favors the second open state O2

Another BayK effect was an increase in O1→O2 rate
constants α2, suggesting faster transitions to the second
open state, observed in all the clones except for R1362G
(α2, 56–144 s−1 [without BayK] vs 87–525 s−1 [with
BayK]). At the same time, the backward transition O2→O1

was strongly suppressed (β2, 78–804 s−1 [without BayK] vs
19–133 s−1 [with BayK], Table 2). Moreover, presumably
because of a conformational change, BayK increased
effective transition charge zxb2 in all HypoPP-1 and double
mutants except for R650H (Table 2), additionally suppress-
ing the backward transition at positive potentials and
slightly attenuating the effect of reduced β2 at weak
negative voltages. For the WT, the zxa2 and zxb2 values
were mildly decreased upon BayK application (Table 2).

Therefore, the second open state was strongly favored
upon BayK application in all the clones. This favoring was
even more enforced at positive potentials in the mutants but
attenuated in the WT, pointing at interference of HypoPP-

Table 2 Global fitting results—activation and O1–O2 transitions

Parameters WT R650H R1362H R1362G HH HG

a
0
1 (s−1) −BK 1,998±103 1,363±96** 1,665±190 4,148±302*** 2,478±198* 3,072±149***

+BK 1,046±39### 1,056±45## 645�15���### 1140±51### 918�35�### 1; 572�48���###

b
0
1 (s−1) −BK 1,934±126 1,256±238* 2,885±290** 5,939±332*** 4,783±122*** 4,185±125***

+BK 598±44### 657±63# 736�41�### 696±40### 1; 203�53���### 1; 085�66���###

zxa1 −BK 0.17±0.04 0.17±0.04 0.24±0.08 0.19±0.04 0.04±0.01* 0.18±0.05
+BK 0.54±0.03### 0.46±0.04### 0.54±0.05## 0.52±0.02### 0:32�0:03���### 0.45±0.05##

zxb1 −BK 0.92±0.07 0.77±0.19 0.46±0.09** 0.50±0.12* 0.51±0.03** 0.36±0.07***
+BK 1.07±0.05 0.69±0.05*** 0.35±0.09*** 0:82�0:05��# 0:12�0:03���### 0.53±0.09***

a
0
2 (s−1) −BK 122±7 56±12*** 144±20 119±13 99±10 100±10

+BK 164±11## 87�5���# 209�13�# 118±8** 525�31���### 181±17##
b

0
2 (s−1) −BK 405±42 78±10*** 142±10*** 294±45 116±15*** 804±213*

+BK 19±2### 39�5���### 38�3���### 94�10���### 41�3���### 133�11���##

zxa2 −BK 0.21±0.06 0.20±0.18 0.75±0.39 0.35±0.16 0.63±0.08** 0.12±0.05
+BK 0.08±0.05 0.26±0.12 1.22±0.42* 0.44±0.10** 2:56�0:27���### 0:76�0:17���###

zxb2 −BK 2.6±0.1 0.7±0.2*** 0.8±0.3*** 0.3±0.1*** 0.2±0.2*** 0.6±0.4***
+BK 1.7±0.2### 0.7±0.2** 2:5�0:3�## 2:9�0:3��### 1:2�0:2�## 1.8±0.3#

Fit parameters obtained by global fitting of whole-cell currents to the kinetic model on the Fig. 1. Parameters α′ and β′ were the forward and
backward rate constants at 0 mVand are dependent on entropy and enthalpy of the system. Parameters zx were the valences of the corresponding
transitions and reflect voltage dependence of transition rates.
Number of cells used in the global fitting: without BayK: WT—10, R650H—5, R1362H—6, R1362G—3, HH—5, HG—5; with BayK: WT—10,
R650H—7, R1362H—10, R1362G—10, HH—14, HG—7
−BK−no BayK extracellularly (data are taken as controls from the companion paper [11]); +BK−with BayK
Significance levels are: *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001, for comparisons WT versus mutants; and # P<0.05; ## P<0.01; ### P<0.001, for
comparisons “+BK” versus “ BK”.
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specific and BayK-induced conformational changes in the
protein structure.

BayK magnifies ionic currents by increasing O2

open probability

Using our global fitting parameters, we calculated the mean
channel dwell time τ in each open state, the fractions of
long and short openings ξ, the probability P to be in any of
the open states in equilibrium, and the fractions of open
time p spent in a particular open state (Fig. 4). Our results
on the open state parameters for WT Cav1.2 channels, with
and without BayK, correspond well to the values obtained
previously by single-channel measurements and fitting the
obtained open-time histograms [1, 2, 10], supporting the
reliability of our approach.

Mean open times in O1 and especially in O2, τ(O1) and
τ(O2), were significantly increased in all the clones upon
BayK application (Fig. 4a,b). However, BayK strongly
increased the fraction of long openings ξ(long) (Fig. 4c).
Consequently, the ratio of both open states in equilibrium,
p(O1):p(O2), is drastically shifted to O2. BayK increased the
fraction of open time spent in O2, p(O2), from 24 to 89%
in WT, from 41 to 70% in R650H, from 49 to 84% in
R1362H, from 30 to 56% in R1362G, from 47 to 92% in
HH, and from 18 to 57% in HG.

To make a conclusion on the channel function, however,
we need to know the open probabilities P that represent
time spent in the open states as a fraction of a total
observation time. Effects on the open probability P(O1)

were diverse in the WT and mutants: P(O1) was reduced in
WT, unchanged in R650H and HH, and increased in
R1362H, R1362G, and HG mutants. Oppositely, BayK
affected the O2 open probabilities similarly: P(O2) were
immensely increased in all the clones (Fig. 4d). As a result,
the total open probability P(O) was also increased. For
example, upon BayK application, P(O) in WT rose from 27
to 89%. It means, that channels were open 89% of the total
time if measuring with BayK.

Thus, we observed that BayK shifted the distribution of
the open states towards O2. Open probability of the second
open state was drastically increased, leading to a very high
(60–90%) total open probability and, thus, to higher current
amplitudes upon BayK application.

Mutant-specific effects of BayK on the open state
parameters

Another important point is an effect of HypoPP-1 mutations
on the open state parameters. Mean open time τ(O1) was
decreased in all the mutants except R650H, with or without
BayK application (Fig. 4a). However, mean open time
τ(O2) was increased in almost all mutants without BayK
and significantly decreased in all the mutants upon BayK
application, compared with WT (Fig. 4b), pointing at
mutant-specific BayK effects on the channel O2 open
times. BayK also differently affected the distributions of
the opening probabilities ξ. Whereas, without BayK
application, the relative probability of long openings was
reduced in R1362G, HH, and HG mutants; it was increased

a b

c d

BK
BK

BK
BK

BK S

BK S BK S

BK
BK

BK
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BK S

Fig. 3 Correlation of BayK
effects with initial kinetic
parameters. BayK effects are
numbered as the relative rate
constants determined as the rate
constants in the absence of
BayK (−BK) divided by the
corresponding rate constants in
the presence of BayK (+BK).
Correlation plots for α1 (a), β1
(b), α2 (c), and β2 (d) rate
constants at 0 mV. Values R are
the correlation coefficients.
Number of cells is given in the
legend to Table 2
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in HH and reduced in R650H, R1362G, and HG mutants
under BayK application (Fig. 4c).

These effects resulted in changes in open probabilities P.
Without BayK, R650H exhibited similar P(O1) and even
mildly increased P(O2), compared with WT. In all the other
mutants, primarily O1 open probability P(O1) was reduced.
P(O1) was approximately two times reduced in R1362G
and HG, four times in R1362H, and six times in HH, in the
absence of BayK. P(O2) was reduced only in the double
mutants. Oppositely, upon BayK application, P(O1) in
R650H, R1362G, and HG was higher than in the WT.
Open probability P(O2) was reduced in all the mutants
upon BayK application, compared with WT (Fig. 4d).

As a result, in both conditions, with or without BayK
application, the total open probability P(O) was reduced in
the mutants, compared with WT (Fig. 4d). The reduced
total open time in the HypoPP-1 mutants suggests a “loss-
of-function” mechanism of pathogenesis. However, this
impairment of channel function was differently realized.
Without BayK, increased deactivation rates disfavor the
activation pathway in the HypoPP mutants, reducing the
open probability of the first open state O1. With BayK,
HypoPP mutations interfere with BayK-induced conforma-
tional changes and impair the formation of the second open
state, resulting in the reduced O2 open probability.
Therefore, the loss of calcium-channel selectivity because
of an increased O2 fraction in HypoPP could take place
only in natural conditions, i.e., without BayK, and is not
present upon BayK application because of the HypoPP-
induced O2 instability.

Effects of BayK on cooperativity between the D2/S4
and D4/S4 mutations in the activation pathway

For an estimation of cooperativity between the D2/S4 and
D4/S4 HypoPP-1 mutations, we performed double-mutant
cycle analyses. For both HH and HG mutants, no coupling
in the C1↔C2↔C3↔C4↔O1 pathway was observed, with
or without BayK (data not shown), suggesting that the
effects of single mutations were additive in the double
mutants. However, for the HH mutant, there was a
negative coupling energy ΔGzcoupling in activation α1 and
deactivation β1 rate constants (in kcal/mol, −0.47±0.11
[for α1], −0.61±0.17 [for β1], without BayK), suggesting
an enhanced barrier-height decrease and thus a dispropor-
tional acceleration of kinetics in the HH mutant. BayK
clearly reduced this cooperativity in HH, as ΔGzcoupling
became less negative (in kcal/mol, −0.20±0.05 [for α1],
−0.23±0.10 [for β1], with BayK). On the opposite,
BayK tendentiously enhanced cooperativity in the
C1↔C2↔C3↔C4↔O1 pathway in the HG mutant, as the
ΔGzcoupling values became more negative (in kcal/mol; for
α1, −0.05±0.09 [without BayK] vs −0.18±0.06 [with
BayK]; for β1, −0.09±0.17 [without BayK] vs −0.21±
0.10 [with BayK]).

The effects of BayK on the O1↔O2 transitions were
similar in the HH and HG double mutants. In the O1↔O2

transitions, there was a positive coupling energy ΔGcoupling

in the double mutants in equilibrium (in kcal/mol, 0.50±
0.22 [HH], 1.01±0.36 [HG], without BayK), suggesting the
mutual attenuation of the effects of the single mutants.
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Fig. 4 Characteristics of the
open states. a Mean dwell time
τ in O1; b mean dwell time τ in
O2; c fraction of long openings
ξ(long) in percent of all open-
ings; d probability P to be in a
particular open state (given in
parentheses) in equilibrium,
reflecting fraction of total ob-
servation time spent in this open
state. P(O) is a total open prob-
ability calculated as the sum of
P(O1) and P(O2). Calculations
were done at 0 mV in equilibri-
um. Number of cells is given in
the legend to Table 2. Signifi-
cance levels are: * P<0.05;
** P<0.01; *** P<0.001, for
comparisons WT versus
mutants; and # P<0.05; ## P<
0.01; ### P<0.001, for compar-
isons “+BK” versus “−BK”
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However, BayK turned the coupling energy ΔGcoupling

negative, implying enhanced cooperativity upon BayK
application (in kcal/mol, −1.28±0.18 [HH], −0.82±0.18
[HG], with BayK). In both double mutants, BayK increased
coupling in the O1→O2 transitions, as ΔGa

z coupling
became

more negative (in kcal/mol; HH, −0.32±0.19 [without
BayK] vs −0.89±0.10 [with BayK]; HG, −0.39±0.17
[without BayK] vs −0.61±0.11 [with BayK]), so that
mutations work more mutually enhancingly on the
O1→O2 transition upon BayK application. On the opposite,
BayK changed the sign of ΔGb

z coupling
; so that without

BayK, mutations affected O2→O1 in a mutually enhancing
manner (in kcal/mol, −0.82±0.15 [HH], −1.40±0.29 [HG]),
and with BayK, mutations affected O2→O1 in a mutually
suppressing way (in kcal/mol,: 0.39±0.18 [HH], 0.21±0.18
[HG]). Our results suggest that BayK increased the
cooperativity of the D2/S4 and D4/S4 voltage sensors in
the formation of the second open state, reflected in an
increased dominance of the effects of the D4/S4 voltage-
sensor mutations on the kinetics of the double mutants.

Discussion

BayK attenuates HypoPP-related effects in the activation
pathway

One prominent effect of BayK is the shift in the activation
pathway C1↔C2↔C3↔C4↔O1 to the product states. It is
reflected in the left shifts of the I–V curves, demonstrating
higher steady-state levels in equilibrium. Both, channel
activation and deactivation were slowed, resulting in a
slower kinetics. However, the slowing of deactivation was
more prominent than that of activation, thus displacing the
equilibrium.

The BayK impact on the WT and mutants was not equal,
it correlated with the initial parameters of activation and
deactivation. Without BayK, mutants revealed clearly
distinct kinetics, whereas upon BayK application, the
activation and deactivation kinetics were more similar
among the clones. Consistent with our results, another
group demonstrated a smaller difference in V1/2 values
among WT and HypoPP-1 mutants upon BayK application
[14], although this BayK-induced neutralization of
HypoPP-related effects was less pronounced compared
with our work. The reason is that the equalization of
HypoPP-related differences cannot be clearly detected from
the macroscopic parameters, such as V1/2, as the macro-
scopic activation contains transitions to both open states,
and the equalization pertains only transitions to O1 (see
correlation results, Fig. 3). However, if both components of
activation are separated, the effect is evident. Therefore,
BayK equalized the differences among the WT and mutants

and thus attenuated the HypoPP-related effects on activa-
tion and deactivation.

In spite of this, an important question is the validity of
conclusions on HypoPP-1 pathogenesis drawn from studies
where BayKwas used to boost calcium-channel currents [14].
As BayK equalized the HypoPP-related differences in
activation and deactivation, as well as affected the balance
between the open states in a mutant-specific way, studies
describing the HypoPP-related effects using BayK-amplified
calcium-channel currents should be considered inappropriate
from the physiological point of view. Therefore, as the
currents through the skeletal muscle calcium channel are
small, so that the effects of HypoPP-1 mutants are difficult to
resolve, the more appropriate choice to amplify the currents
is to use the cardiac calcium-channel isoform, as we did in
our study. Because of the high homology of the mutated S4
segments, previous results on the HypoPP-1 mutations were
similar in the skeletal muscle [15] and cardiac [12] isoforms,
confirming the reliability of our approach [11].

BayK increases currents but lowers channel selectivity
by elevating P(O2)

As we observed, BayK redistributed the open states
towards O2 in all the clones. The mean fraction of O2

increased from 35 to 75% across the clones. Importantly,
also the O2 open probability was immensely increased (in
average, from 6 to 50%), leading to an increased total open
probability (in average, from 18 to 66%) and to bigger ionic
currents. An ionic current increase upon BayK application
has previously been suggested to be caused by favoring the
second gating mode [5, 7, 17], thus supporting our results.
Thus, BayK-induced increase in ionic currents is due to an
increase in open probability of the second open state O2,
which is caused, in turn, by a longer O2 mean open time
and a higher O2 opening probability.

The second open state O2 has been previously suggested
to be less selective for divalent cations [9]. It explains the
strong left shift of reversal potential upon BayK applica-
tion, as the O2 fraction is increased and monovalent cations,
in our case cesium [22], may pass through the calcium
channel.

Cooperativity in the activation pathway is affected
upon BayK application

We evaluated the coupling between R650H and R1362H
and between R650H and R1362G by applying double-
mutant cycle analysis for each step in the gating pathway.
In the C1↔C2↔C3↔C4↔O1 pathway, cooperative effects
between 650 and 1362 positions were dependent of the
amino acid at position 1362. Without BayK, we revealed
the positive coupling between H650 and H1362 in the
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activation pathway, and no coupling between H650 and
G1362, suggesting conformational factors playing a role.
BayK evened out these effects by reducing the coupling
between H650 and H1362 and increasing between H650
and G1362. Thus, upon BayK treatment, the cooperative
effects between the positions 650 and 1362 are independent
of the amino acid residues at position 1362. Based on our
results, we suggest that (1) D2/S4 and D4/S4 voltage
sensors in voltage-gated calcium channels move coopera-
tively upon depolarization; (2) cooperative effects are
dependent on amino acid residues at position 1362,
presumably because of conformational factors; and (3)
BayK affects the cooperativity in the activation pathway
and turns it independent of an amino-acid residue at
position 1362, seemingly initiating conformational changes
involving this position.

BayK enhances cooperative effects in the O2 formation

BayK also changed cooperative effects of the D2/S4 and
D4/S4 mutants on the O1↔O2 equilibrium. Without BayK,
effects of the single mutants were mutually suppressed in
the double mutants, indicating that the equilibrium shifts to
O2 are not as pronounced in the double mutants as in the
single mutants. Contrarily, with BayK, we obtained mutual
enhancing of the effects, demonstrating that in the double
mutants the equilibrium was disproportionally shifted to the
second open state O2, compared with impact of each single
mutant. BayK enhanced cooperativity between the 650 and
1362 positions in O1→O2 transitions and suppressed in the
opposite O2→O1 direction, giving origin to the effects on
the equilibrium. Our results indicate that (1) both positions
are important for the O2 formation; (2) D2/S4 and D4/S4
segments interact in formation of O2; (3) BayK changes the
sign of cooperativity between 650 and 1362 positions from
negative to positive; and (4) contrarily to the effects on the
activation pathway, the cooperativity, with or without
BayK, was not dependent on the amino acid residue at
position 1362, suggesting mutant-unspecific character of
BayK effects.

Implications for channel structure

We observed that transitions between the open states O1

and O2 are strongly voltage-dependent, consistently with
the previous results [18]. However, it is still puzzling which
channel structures serve as a voltage sensor for these
transitions. As the total effective charge moving from O1 to
O2 is reduced from about 2.8e0 in the WT to 0.7e0–1.6e0 in
the mutants, we imply an important role of the S4 sensors
in formation of the second open state. We hypothesize that
after undergoing the relatively rapid transitions leading to
the first open state O1, the S4 voltage sensors undergo

subsequent slower movements in response to ongoing
depolarization resulting in the formation of the second
open state O2.

BayK affected the channels in a mutant-specific way. The
backward O2→O1 transition rates were significantly de-
creased in all the clones, as a result of BayK application.
However, BayK reduced the β2 rates 21-fold in the WT and
only two- to sixfold in the mutants, resulting in the
comparatively higher β2 rates in the HypoPP mutants. Thus,
the backward O2→O1 transition is facilitated in the HypoPP
mutants, compared with the WT, leading to the shorter mean
dwell times in O2 and thus in relatively unstable O2 state.
Additionally, BayK decreased the effective charge needed to
be displaced in the forward O1→O2 transition in the WT and
increased it in the mutants. Thus, for the HypoPP mutants, in
the O2 formation step, S4 segments must move further
outward passing a larger part of the electric field. As a
consequence, the O1→O2 transition is hindered, and the
second open state O2 is further destabilized. Thus, two factors
contribute to the HypoPP-induced O2 instability upon BayK
application: (1) the changed protein conformation promotes
backward O2→O1 transitions because of a decreased height
of the O2→O1 energy barrier, (2) a greater charge needed to
be moved to overcome the O1→O2 barrier. The instability of
the second open state is reflected in the lower open
probability values of the HypoPP mutants. Based on our
correlation data, we propose that BayK binds to the late
closed or to the first open state O1 and then serves as a
catalyst for O2 formation. Because of conformational
changes, the binding of BayK is impaired in the HypoPP
mutants, thus affecting the formation of the second open state.
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